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This talk will outline:-
• History of SBG as a colonial

botanic garden
• Its role in Singapore’s environment
• Its heritage in the economy of SE Asia
• Its social history for Singapore
• UNESCO World Heritage bid process
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Palm House, RBG
Kew, constructed
1844–48







Lawrence (Laurence)
Niven, nutmeg
planter, 1826–1876

Niven was born in
Scotland (Lanarkshire)

Niven and those who
followed him laid out
SBG in a way that can
be compared with the
18th century English
Landscape style or British
Victorian parks

This makes SBG unique
for having this informal
style developed so near
to the Equator, since most
examples are found in the
temperate regions

Niven’s first intervention was
the Bandstand Hill band
parade area, beginning a
tradition for music in the
Gardens which continues to
this day
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2 views of
SBG’s
Rainforest





Swan Lake,
excavated 1866, oldest ornamental
water body in Singapore

Swan Lake, excavated 1866, Singapore’s oldest ornamental water body



Bandstand gazebo, constructed 1930, in 1956, with band
playing



Superintendant’s House (Burkill Hall)

Burkill Hall, built 1867–68



SBG Main Gate, Tanglin, c. 1890. The pillars were built in 1886. Motor
roads passed through the Gardens until vehicles were banned in 1968.
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1866

SBG,
1918:
Economic
Gardens

Rain
forest



SBG Director, Henry Ridley
(directed 1888–1912)

“Mad” or “Rubber” Ridley, as he was called, was
SBG’s most remarkable director.  His many
achievements are too numerous to mention, but
in addition to cataloguing the native floras of
Singapore and the Malay Straits he was
responsible for launching two of the region’s
most lucrative crops, rubber and oil palm, besides
naming what became Singapore’s national
flower, Vanda ‘Miss Joaquim’

Rubber:
•Plants had arrived from Kew in 1877, ex Brazil
•Ridley promoted the planting of rubber as a
replacement cash crop for coffee, carrying
pocketfuls of seeds to offer to clients
•His first success was in 1895, when he convinced
Tan Chay Yan to invest in a rubber plantation in
Malacca – soon there was a rubber boom
•He developed improved harvesting techniques
(see right – Ridley in the Economic Gardens)
•By  1917, 7 million rubber seeds had been
distributed from SBG and in 1920 Malaysia was
supplying 50% of world demand for rubber
•SBG earned considerable income selling seeds

Oil Palm:
•He developed plantations at SBG and supplied
seeds following the publication of a paper
promoting the crop in 1907



Rubber plantation in the Economic Gardens, c. 1890s



Holttum Hall (1921), the office
and orchid laboratory of
Eric Holttum (r)



Holttum Hall orchid
laboratory,
1958



Aranthera ‘Anne Black’, the
first VIP orchid, named 1956



The Tembusu featured on the reverse of the Singapore
$5 note is a place where young men are known to have
proposed marriage to their girlfriends, while the Gardens
were seen as neutral ground for respectable families to
introduce boy to girl as part of the former tradition of
arranged marriage.  Today many couples have their
wedding photos taken in the Gardens

Social
history

Family memories



Aneka Ragam Ra’ayat, 1959/60
This “Peoples Variety Show”
was series of concerts, magic
and other acts mostly held in
SBG during 1959–60,
sponsored by the Ministry of
Culture, as Singapore moved
towards independence

At the first, on 2 Aug 1959,
opened by Lee Kuan Yew, the
PM declared “Here, under open
skies, Malays, Chinese, Indians
will, I hope, discover the
materials for a national art
and national culture”

A later event in the series
included novel illuminations of
trees



The greening of Singapore
On 16 June 1963, then-Prime Minister, Lee Kuan Yew, planted the
first tree in support of his vision for Singapore as a Garden City (now ‘City
in a Garden’). 2013 was the 50th anniversary year

SBG was initially the main source or expertise and plant material, 1960s–1980s

Many countries have sent representatives to SBG to learn about city greening



SINGAPORE BOTANIC GARDENS’ UNESCO
WORLD HERITAGE BID: THE JOURNEY



Inscription category

 SBG was nominated as a “cultural landscape”
(‘cultural properties [that] represent the “combined
works of nature and of man”’). It was evaluated by
ICOMOS taking into consideration IUCN’s
comments, as below:

 Under UNESCO’s Operational Guidelines, properties
nominated as Cultural Landscapes are evaluated by
ICOMOS under criteria (i) - (vi).  IUCN is called upon
by ICOMOS to review the natural values and the
management of the nominated property (desk
review).

International
Union for
Conservation
of Nature



Outstanding Universal Value

• Criterion (ii) – “exhibit an important interchange
of human values, over a span of time or within a
cultural area of the world, on developments in
architecture or technology, monumental arts,
town planning or landscape design”.

• Criterion (iv) - “be an outstanding example of a
type of building, architectural or technological
ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a)
significant stage(s) in human history”.



Summary of OUVs

• The Trialling and development of key crops,
such as rubber, oil palm and orchids changed
the economic fortunes of the region & beyond

• SBG’s scientists have recorded the mega-
diverse flora of the region over the past 140
years and help train its developing nations

• The greening of Singapore in the 1880s and
from the 1960s was spearheaded by SBG and
has been copied by others around the world



Summary of OUVs

• SBG has been the place where Singapore’s
nationhood was built and continues to be a key
place for social interaction and leisure as a
culturally rich civic space

• SBG is a well-preserved example of the English
Landscape Movement’s informal design and
unique in having been developed in the tropics as
opposed to the temperate regions; it includes
buildings, such as Burkill Hall, which are the last
surviving examples of their style



Activity stream, 2010–2015
• Consultant’s report, 2010; SBG highlighted
• Rep. Singapore joins WH Convention, 2012
• Preparation and submission of Tentative List,

completed Dec. 2012
• Research and preparation of Nomination

Dossier, 2012–13; submission Jan. 2014
• Community engagement/feedback, 2013–14
• Awareness-raising: public & experts, 2013–15
• Responding to ICOMOS queries, 2014–15



Government players

• MND: NParks Board & URA
• MCCY: Nat. Heritage Board and Preservation

of Sites & Monuments Board
• Min. Foreign Affairs, especially Andrew Toh,

SG’s ambassador to UNESCO
• MoE
• STB
• President Tony Tan



Engagement with local experts and
key stakeholders

• Singapore Heritage Society & ICOMOS-SG
• Nature Society Singapore
• Singapore Gardening Society
• National University Singapore: various faculties
• Singapore Institute of Landscape Architects
• Singapore Institute of Architects
• SBG Volunteers
• Establishment of Management Plan Stakeholder

Committee to endorse plan and oversee progress



Meanwhile, we were enhancing
knowledge about SBG’s heritage

• UNESCO = United Nations’ Educational,
Scientific & Cultural Organization

• Interpreting the site: over 70 educational signs
added; tours of behind-the-scenes collections

• Heritage Museum opened 30 Nov. 2013
• Supporters magazine Gardenwise re-focused

on heritage content; UNESCO docs on website
• D/SBG gave frequent public lectures
• Media engagement on heritage issues



SBG WHS Management Plan
Stakeholder Committee



Tanglin Neighbourhood Committee



Tanglin residents lecture





UNESCO WHC Ambassadors







What now?

• Education, education, education
• Preservation of the site and monitoring
• Regular reporting to UNESCO WH Centre, Paris
• Carrying out of actions in Management Plan

and working towards its eventual revision and
resubmission in Jan. 2019

• 6-monthly meetings of Stakeholder
Committee




